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- Why Model-Driven Development?
- What is Domain-Specific Modeling?
- What is Model Driven Architecture?
- Examples and experiences from the industry
- How to define own languages and generators
- Q&A
How productivity has improved?

- "The entire history of software engineering is that of the rise in levels of abstraction"

- Newer programming languages have not increased productivity

- UML and visualization of code have not increased productivity

- Abstraction of development can be still raised when move from solution domain to problem domain
  - Inside one company, product family, business area etc.
How do we use models?

- Model alone should be sufficient in most cases
  - No need to look at code
Types of models

- State models
- Data models
- Process models
- Object models
- Interaction models
- Flow models
- Use Case models
- Collaboration models
- Component models
- Deployment models
- etc.
Use Case models

- Inventory system
  - View availability
  - Order products
  - Delivery control
  - Update product quantity information
  - Make an invoice
  - View location information
  - Change product's location

- Foreman
- Customer
- Sales person
- Warehouse worker
- Truck driver
- Forklift driver
Data models

- Worker
  - WorkerID
  - Address
  - Participates
    - Project
      - Project ID
      - Name
  - M

- Department
  - DepartmentID
  - Name
  - Address

- Belong
  - 1

- Buy-order
  - Order date
  - OrderID
  - Delivery date
  - Contains
    - Product
      - Part#
      - Colour
      - 1, M
  - 1

- Supplier
  - SupplierID
  - Name
  - Delivery
Object models

Store
- StoreID
- Address
- Town
- Country
- Update

Customer
- CustomerID
- Name
- Address
- Country
- Order products
- Check the product's availability

Order
- Product name
- Amount
- Date of order
- Price
- Update product's information
- Check the product's availability

Order-handler
- Update product's information
- Check the product's availability

Sales person
- Name
- PersonID
- Address
- Department
- Make an after order
- Make an invoice
- Check the product's availability
- Order products

Product
- ProductID
- Product name
- Colour
- Place
- Replace the product
- Place the product
- Update product information

Corridor
- CorridorID

Shelf
- Height
- Length
- ShelfID

Buy-order
- Discount%

Sell-order
- Discount%

After-order
- Due date
- Create a note for the customer
Data flow models
Process models
State models

- **Quantity checking**
  - Check quantity
  - Quantity checked
    - Move to quality control

- **Quality checking**
  - Check quality
  - Quantity checked

- **After-ordering**
  - Make an after order
  - Product is gathered
    - Product is missing

- **Gathering the product**
  - All products
  - Product is gathered
  - Product is sold
    - Gather the products

- **Placing the product**
  - Product's place
    - Change
    - Replace the product

- **Delivering product**
  - Product is delivered
    - Sign the invoice

- **Invoicing**
Modeling domain vs. modeling code

Domain Idea
- Solve problem in domain terms
- Map to code, implement
- Map to UML
- No need to map!

UML Model
- Generates code
- Generates code
- CIM, PIM, PSM

Code
- Generate, Add bodies
- Map to UML
- Map to code, implement
- Map to code, implement

Assembler
- Finished Product
- Domain Framework
Let’s inspect an example
Traditional way: some modeling and then coding

- Step1: User view
Step 2: Describe static structure

Can we apply here model-to-model transformation?
Development with UML...

- Step 3: Specify interaction
Step 4: Logic
+ user navigation
+ behavior
+ exceptions
+ etc.

In steps 5...N

Can we apply here model-to-model transformation?
Development with UML+code

And finally we start coding!
- Implement the functions, access to APIs, remember the exceptions, architectural rules, UI guidelines etc.
- ... and throw models away as they are not anymore in sync

```python
def Query25_931():
    # Query: Your name?
    global PersonNamed
    PersonNamed = appuifw.query(u"Your name?", 'text')
    if PersonNamed:
        return (List25_275, True)
    else: # Cancel selected
        return ((call_stack.pop()), False)

def SendSMS25_692():
    # Sending SMS Cancel_registration
    # Use of global variables
    string = u"Cancel_registration 
    appuifw.note(string, 'info')
    messaging.sms_send("+358400648606", string)
    return (Note25_649, False)
```

...
Development with UML+code

And finally we start coding!

- Implement the functions, access to APIs, remember the exceptions, architectural rules, UI guidelines etc.
- ... and throw models away as they are not anymore in sync

```cpp
if (!SendMessageL())
{
    iEikonEnv->InfoWinL(_L("Error"),_L("Problems in sending message."));
    return;
}

/* ---------------------------------------------------
CGDSMSAppUi::CmdSendL() // Show notification

void CGDSMSAppUi::CmdSendL()
{
    iEikonEnv->InfoWinL(_L("Confirmation"),_L("SMS is in draft folder"));
    SendMessageL();
}
*/

TBool CGDSMSAppUi::SendMessageL() // Sending SMS Message

/* ---------------------------------------------------
CGDSMSAppUi::InitializeCommunicationsL() // first the tel number

TBool CGDSMSAppUi::InitializeCommunicationsL()
{
    CGDSMSTelNumDialog* telNumDialog=new(ELeave)CGDSMSTelNumDialog(*iRecipient);
    if (!telNumDialog->ExecuteLD(R_GDSMS_TEL_NUMBER_DIALOG))
        return EFalse;
    // set up a new message
    iTMsvId = CreateNewMessageL();
    // Set the new message to be the current entry
    SetEntryL(iTMsvId);
    return ETrue;
}
*/
```
after running the generator...
DSM: Domain-Specific Modeling

- **Captures domain knowledge** (as opposed to code)
  - Raise abstraction from implementation world
  - Uses domain abstractions
  - Applies domain concepts and rules as modeling constructs
  - Narrow down the design space
  - Focus on single range of products

- **Uses generators to produce the code**
  - Generator is Domain-Specific
  - Generate just the code needed from models
    - Efficient full code
    - No manual coding afterwards
    - No reason for round-tripping
  - Generator links to existing primitives/components/platform services etc.
MDA: Model Driven Architecture

- Hard to pin down: all things to all men
- Strong lock-in to OMG (standards: XMI, OCL, QVT ...)
  - Initially "you must use UML"
  - But later, in MDA manifesto, Booch et al. say: "The full value of MDA is only achieved when the modelling concepts map directly to domain concepts rather than computer technology concepts"
  - Now: "you can have any language you like, as long as it's like UML" – only allowed to build languages with MOF
- Schism into two schools of thought:
  - Elaborationist (OMG): Model a bit, transform, edit transformed models, generate, edit generated code
    - Computationally Independent Model, Platform Independent Model, Platform Specific Model
  - Translationist (XUML): Generate directly from high level UML-like models
How is DSM different from MDA?

- Same idea on using models and transformations, but...
- DSM is always full code direct from models
  - Not OMG MDA (elaborationist)
  - Simpler in terms of versioning and management
- DSM = domain-specific language and generators
  - MDA is UML-based* (or MOF based)
- No reverse- or round-trip engineering in DSM
  - We want a real lift in the level of abstraction
  - How often do you reverse engineer assembler to code?
- Separation of concerns
  - You are the experts in your domain and code (not the vendor)
- DSM is agile: as much or as little as you want

* official definition, www.omg.org
Case: Business Process Modeling for XPDL

- Defining business processes to be executed in a workflow engine
- Modeling language for business processes
  - Contractors, Organizational units, Messages, Events, various type of Processes, etc.
- Generator to produce XPDL
  - XML Process Definition Language
    - from Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC)
- XPDL executed in a workflow engine
Case: Insurance products & eCommerce

- Developing portal for insurances and financial products
- Need to specify several hundred financial products
- Insurance experts visually specify insurance products and generate code to the portal

- Comparison to hand-writing Java after first 30 products = DSM at least 3 times faster, fewer errors
public class Basis extends ProductRepository
{
    public Basis(String name)
    {
        super(name);
        PRODUCT_NAME = Basis;
        MofPackage productpackage = createProduct();
        this.addMofPackage(productpackage);
    }

    public Basis()
    {
        // name of namespace ProductRepository not used
        this(Basic);
    }

    private MofPackage createProduct()
    {
        productpackage = new MofPackage(PRODUCT_NAME);
        // Global Instances, will be re-used by each section
        MofAttribute attribute;
        MofAssociation mofAssociation;
        Constant constant;
        AssociationEnd end1;
        AssociationEnd end2;
        Reference reference;

        // Tags
        // ************************************************************
        beitragsicht_ = new Tag("Tarifierung", MofModelConstants.TAGID_TARIIF);
        productpackage.addContainedTag(beitragsicht_);
        selektionssichttrue_ = new Tag("Selektion_true", MofModelConstants.TAGID Selektionssichttrue_ .addValue("true") ;
        productpackage.addContainedTag(selektionssichttrue_);
        angebotsicht_ = new Tag("Angebot", MofModelConstants.TAGID ANGEBOT);
        productpackage.addContainedTag(angebotsicht_);

        // Exceptions
        // ************************************************************
        MofException exception1 = new MofException("Exception1")
        .addParameter(new Parameter("ExceptionParam1", new DataType("String")));
        .addParameter(new Parameter("ExceptionParam2", new DataType("String")));
Case: Web application

- Web application for e-commerce:
  - catalogs, events, press releases, discussion forums
- Core components and basic functionality available for reuse and customization needs
- Each customer can specify own data content, behavioral logic and user interface
- Code generators produce running Java applets, stylesheets and xml files
- Generation of documents for both internal and external use
**Intershop example**

- Visual Pipeline Manager
- Language to describe business flows using pipelines
- Separate aspects from business logic and presentation
  - Tasks
  - Flows
  - Interaction
  - Stop, error, calls, jumps
  - Decision, join, loop

Hänsgen, Model-Driven Software Development in Practice, MDD&PL, 2006
How to implement automation...

Done a few times before!

Domain Idea

Expert (few)

Normal (many)

DSM language

Code generator

Framework code

Finished Product

Generate code

Domain Framework

Easy!

Model in DSM language
The four levels

- Metametamodel
  - Metamodel
    - Model
      - Application
      - Database view
    - Entity
      - Author
      - Steven Kelly
    - BNF, MOF, GOPPRR etc.
      - Metaclass
      - Class
      - Object
      - Button concept
    - Button pressed
    - Definition of a button
  - Programming language view
  - Modeling language view
Model and application level

- Metametamodel
- Metamodel
- Model
- Application

- Envisaged application
  + Problem Domain
  + Solution Domain

- Programming language
- IDE
- Application code + Application data structures

- Programmer

- User's world

- User's data

- User
The metalevel
Implementing modeling languages

- The most important asset of a DSM environment
  - application engineers use it
  - generator and framework largely invisible
- Often includes elements of familiar modeling paradigms
  - state machine
  - flow model
  - data structure, etc.
- Language specified as a metamodel
Metamodeling example: part of class diagram

- Metamodel specifies language concepts and related rules
- Metamodel is instantiated when creating models
- Model can’t express other aspects that those defined in the metamodel
- Model can be instantiated once, metamodel twice!
Identifying DSM constructs [1/2]

- Use domain concepts directly as modeling constructs
  - already known and used
  - established semantics exist
  - natural to operate with
  - easy to understand and remember
  - requirements already expressed using them
  - architecture often operates on domain concepts

- Focus on expressing design space with the language
  - use parameters of variation space
  - keep the language simple
  - try to minimize the need for modeling
  - do not visualize product code!
    - better to “forget” your current code

- Apply suitable computational model(s) as a starting point
Identifying DSM constructs [2/2]

- Enrich chosen computational models with domain-specific concepts and rules
  - look at the type of design languages already used
- Investigate various alternatives for describing domain with the chosen models, e.g.
  - model element(s)
  - element properties
  - certain collection of elements
  - relationships between elements
  - model organization structures
- Specify as a metamodel in some format
  - draft samples with pen & paper
  - document early as a metamodel
  - implement in some metamodel-based tool
  - test it with real models
Rules in the languages

- The domain concepts of a modeling language are bound together with rules
- Putting the rules into the language allows
  - preventing creation of illegal models
  - informing about missing data
  - keeping models consistent
  - make code generation possible
- Prefer having rules as part of metamodel to having separate checker
  - Support early error prevention and provide guidance
  - But going overboard can hinder flow of modeler
Defining notation

- Vital for acceptance and usability
- Symbols can vary from boxes to photorealism
  - Best to resemble closely the actual domain representation
  - Worst is having everything a box and special text to show the difference (cf. stereotypes)
  - Design information needs space: compromise
- Don’t create notation from scratch
  - Use known/existing elements (and, or, start, stop etc)
- Hint: ask users to define the notation
  - It is much easier to introduce their own language than something you created
  - Remember also model readers
    - managers, test engineers, customers, deployment, configuration, packaging and even sales
Generator

- Generator translates the models into the required output
  1. crawls through the models → navigation according to metamodel
  2. extracts required information → access data in models
  3. translates it into the code → translation semantics and rules
  4. using some output format → possibility to define output format
Model navigation and translation

- Multiple ways to navigate
  - Using some start elements
  - Based on types
    - Object types
    - Relationship types
    - Objects with certain connections
    - Objects with certain submodels
    - Relationships with submodels, etc.
  - Based on certain instance values
    - In any model element, or set of them

- Different computational implementations possible
  - Sequential
  - Function calls
  - Switch-case structure
  - Transition tables etc.
Function calls – Series 60/Python

Generator definition

Generator output

```python
def Note3_227():
    appuifw.note(u"Registration made", 'conf')
    return Stop3_983

def Note3_6109():
    appuifw.note(u"Registration cancelled", 'info')
    return Stop3_983

def Note3_2543():
    appuifw.note(u"Conference registration: Welcome", 'info')
    return Popup_menu3_2520

def Stop3_983():
    # This applications stops here
    return appuifw.app.set_exit
...
```
Combining generated code and other code

- Different levels of code to integrate
  - Other generated code
  - Domain framework, components, platform functions
  - Hand-made code

- Separation of generated and non-generated code
  - Best to keep them in separate files (or sections in files)

- Generated code...
  - can call existing code, instantiate data structures
  - can be called from existing code
  - can be subclassed from existing code
  - can form base classes
Manual coding vs Wizards vs DSM

Hand-Written Code
Component Framework
Platform

Generated & Hand-Written Code
Component Framework
Platform

Wizard

Generated Code
Domain Framework
Component Framework
Platform

Model
How to design a generator [1/2]

- Make generator for your situation only
  - Trying to make general purpose generator often fails

- Make generation process complete, target 100% output
  - Never modify the generated code
    - Do you want to edit Assembler after compiling?
  - Correct the generator or framework instead
    - No round-trip-related problems
    - Do you want to edit Assembler and keep C in synch with it?

- Use modeling languages to raise abstraction
  - Don’t visualize code
  - Generating a class from a diagram to a class in code helps very little, if at all...

- Put domain rules up-front to the language
  - Generator definition becomes easier when the input is correct
  - Models should be impossible to draw wrongly for generation
How to design a generator [2/2]

- Try to generate as little code as possible
  - Glue code only, rest in domain framework or platform

- Keep generator as simple as possible
  - Raise variation to the specification language
  - Push low-level common implementation issues to the framework

- Keep generator modular to reflect changes
  - e.g. structure generator based on modeling languages, generated files, modeling concepts
  - e.g. use common generator subroutines for common needs

- Make generated code readable (“good looking”)
  - To be used later while debugging the code, executing it in a simulator, and while implementing the generator
  - Follow good coding standards, include comments, have data to link back to models (e.g. in comment or via e.g. simulator)
Thank you!
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